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1. Name of Creative Work
   Deterioration Night of Society

2. Name of Creator
   Korn Poonsirivong

3. Background or Significance of the Project
   The social gap in today’s society hasn’t changed much from the past as we are growing up. People are still struggling with the same problems and issues such as poverty, education, social class, violence and so on. Yet, the rapid change in technology doesn’t solve any of these issues but create new problems of its own. “One man trash is another man treasure,” etymology is lost through time. What one person thinks is worthless may be admired by the other. People have different values and perspective towards things in life both physically and mentally. As the world is moving forward in a hasty pace, we are still searching for a meaning of life through religion and science. But we all have different answers and these answers derived from where we are belonging in the society or so called social classes. The art work was intentionally created to show the different class of society in the future where one is still struggling with hope and dream and wishes to be living on the other side of the society where these problems don’t exist.

4. Project Objective
   1. To communicate with the audience a straightforward message in a nontraditional way through the uses of digital medium
   2. Successfully translate the message and the meaning of the art work to the viewers.
   3. Concept
      One looking across vast land of concrete reaching the gigantic building from ruins of structure shows different classes in the society. One has his or her place from a standpoint looking out to see what others are. The assumption can be made that the person looking out has sense of desperation almost reaching to climb the social ladder. Yet, the sense of wonder also takes place of what the view will look like from high-far away building.

      The nightfall city is almost covered with darkness due to high-raisers of structures limited the night moon light. Although it seems to be still, but little shining through the skyscrapers also suggest something mysterious and shady activities going on. Some lights are coming through windows of some buildings from far away indicate an unidentified movement of the people inside. The different classes of society is shown in this digital paintings not only where they stands but there sense of curiosity, the painting also revealed the large monument structures in the farthest away in this cityscape that cast shadows cover the whole town to show their great influences over the people.

6. Process of Design or Art Works
   1.1 The beginning process was to initially come up with a concept of an art work to convey the message. Then the medium was selected which the uses of computer software were used to paint a digital world painting. The second step was to draw couple of sketches of perspective cityscape to lay out the foundation of the art work. Then some research about the techniques of digital paint and photos manipulation to gain further knowledge.

   1.2 The painting started from drawing a desire perspective that will be a solid ground for the work. Many photos were gathered for inspiration of the sketches of the various building types. The art work consists of hundred of layers which complete and becomes the finish work. Most of the layers are digital painting parts of the scene that was done on computer software and the rest are photos that were manipulate. The steps are research, rough sketch, gather resources, draw, filling in colors, correct proportion, and detailing.

1.3 The art work requires a lot of trial and error. Since it is done in a digital form, the artist can always go back and change every minor detail that needed to change such as shapes of buildings, lighting of the scene, adding and subtracting buildings even adjusting the overall atmosphere of the work. The final process is to combine all layers and see the whole art work on a single layer and see what changes need to be made. Once all the elements of the building and everything else is set then adjusting the levels, curves, contrast and brightness of the picture is the final step.

7. Material and Techniques of Design or Art Works

   Technique:
   1. Using darkness (shadows) and lights to create underlying movement covers by buildings.
   2. Show perspective from one’s standpoint and yet at the same time makes the viewer wonders.
   3. Instead of having one pinnacle point inside the digital painting the background building was chosen to be the focus casting shadow over the whole picture.
8. Picture of designed work

9. Knowledge after finished produce art or design works

The medium that has used to create the art work was well chosen for this project. It does require a lot of time to get just the right effect but certain techniques and skills are required. The tutorials and lessons are also very important as a learning process to create this type of art work. It is very helpful to see what others have done before how to get the desire result based on the each artist own technique which has to be achieved through practice and experiences. Creating this art work relies a lot of personal experienced with the tools and understanding of perspective since the art work is a cityscape. The achieved the desire result it is a lot of trial and error and a keep going back to the sketch and what is the goal of the art work and message it tries to convey to the audience.